## Moodle 2 - Tool Guide for Teachers

### What you want to achieve (pedagogy)

### Ease of use
- How easy can this be set up by you?

### Information Transfer
- Is it a tool for disseminating information from you to your students?
- Yes. Only teachers can upload files to course site. So definitely a push-tool.
- Yes. Only teachers can upload files to course site.
- Maybe. Use to give task. Collect student files through Forum or Assignment.
- No. It’s a distribution tool. No option for interaction or communication.
- Maybe. Use to task. Collect student files through Forum or Assignment.
- None. This is not a learning activity, but information transfer.

### Assess learning
- Will this tool allow you to assess your students’ learning?
- Yes. Use as information site. Allowed editing only by teachers or by any participant.
- Not directly. Option is to link to external activities such as student e-portfolios & blogs.
- Not suited for discussions. Students can read other entries & comment or rate.
- Not suited for discussions. Students can read other entries & comment or rate.
- None. This is not a learning activity, but information transfer.

### Communication & Interaction
- Can it be used for communication & interaction among participants (you & your students)?
- Yes. Students can share info & files in searchable way. Create joint collections.
- This is not an individual activity, but a group activity.
- None.
- None.
- None.

### Co-create content
- Can you & your students collaborate & create content together?
- Yes. Only teachers can upload files to course site. So definitely a push-tool.
- Yes. Only teachers can upload files to course site.
- Maybe. Use to give task. Collect student files through Forum or Assignment.
- Maybe. Use to task. Collect student files through Forum or Assignment.
- None. This is not a learning activity, but information transfer.

### Bloom’s
- Allows what thinking order? • Remember • Understand • Apply • Analyse • Evaluate • Create
- None.
- None.
- None.
- None.
- None.

### How to use this guide
- • Are you a teacher new to Moodle? Use this guide to pick the right tool for the job.
- • Know which tool you want to use? Follow its row across to see its strengths & weaknesses.
- • Know what you want to achieve? Pick a column and follow it to see which tool will help you do it.

### Tweets to Follow
- @catspyjamasnz
- @ghenrick
- @markdrechsler
- @michelledmoore
- @moodiefair
- @moodieman

### Need more Moodle help?
- • Community Forums at http://www.moodle.org
- • Documentation at http://docs.moodle.org
- • Follow #moodle on Twitter!
- • Blog & website
  - http://www.cats-pyjamas.net
  - http://planet.moodle.org
  - http://www.somenrandomthoughts.com
  - http://www.markdrechsler.com
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